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Scotland and the Union 1707-2007 Feb 24 2020 Written by the cream of academic talent in modern Scottish history and
politics, this book provides a comprehensive examination of the past, present and future prospects of the Anglo-Scottish
Union. A scholarly but accessible read, its contributors do not shy away from the controversies surrounding the Union. Their
cutting-edge research is presented in a lucid style, serving as an excellent introduction to some key aspects of the AngloScottish relationship between 1707 and 2007.Scotland and the Union 1707-2007 covers all the key themes:* Why the Union
took place* A growing acceptance of the Union in the 18th century* The impact of Scots' central role in the British Empire*
The politics of unionism* The challenge of nationalism* Thatcherism and the Union* Devolution and prospects for the
futureNo other volume considers the entire 300-year experience of union - from its origins in the early 18th century to the
historic parliamentary victory of the SNP in May 2007.This is the essential text for unders
Masculinity, Militarism and Eighteenth-Century Culture, 1689-1815 Mar 19 2022 This book discusses the nature of
masculinity in eighteenth-century literature and culture through the figure of the military man.
The Oxford Handbook of the English Revolution Oct 02 2020 A Handbook exploring how the events of the English
Revolution grew out of, and resonated, in the politics and interactions of the each of the Three Kingdoms - England,
Scotland, and Ireland - and demonstrating the long-term impacts of the crisis on the kingdoms themselves, as well as in a
broader European context.
The Church of England and the Bangorian Controversy, 1716-1721 Jun 10 2021 First full account of the vital struggle for
Church and State in England after the accession of George I.
The Mid-Victorian Generation Apr 20 2022 This, the third volume to appear in the New Oxford History of England,
covers the period from the repeal of the Corn Laws to the dramatic failure of Gladstone's first Home Rule Bill. In his
magisterial study of the mid-Victorian generation, Theodore Hoppen identifies three defining themes. The first he calls
`established industrialism' - the growing acceptance that factory life and manufacturing had come to stay. It was during these

four decades that the balance of employment shifted irrevocably. For the first time in history, more people were employed in
industry than worked on the land. The second concerns the `multiple national identities' of the constituent parts of the United
Kingdom. Dr Hoppen's study of the histories of Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and the Empire reveals the existence of a variety of
particular and overlapping national traditions flourishing alongside the increasingly influential structure of the unitary state.
The third defining theme is that of `interlocking spheres' which the author uses to illuminate the formation of public culture in
the period. This, he argues, was generated not by a series of influences operating independently from each other, but by a
variety of intermeshed political, economic, scientific, literary and artistic developments. This original and authoritative book
will define these pivotal forty years in British history for the next generation.
War, State, and Society in Liège Dec 24 2019 Small power diplomacy in seventeenth century Europe War, State and
Society in Liège is a fascinating case study of the consequences of war in the Prince-Bishopric of Liège and touches upon
wider issues in early modern history, such as small power diplomacy in the seventeenth century and during the Nine Years’
War. For centuries, the small semi-independent Holy Roman Principality of Liège succeeded in preserving a non-belligerent
role in European conflicts. During the Nine Years’ War (1688–1697), however, Liège’s leaders had to abolish the
practice of neutrality. For the first time in its early modern history, the Prince-Bishopric had to raise a regular army,
reconstruct ruined defence structures, and supply army contributions in both money and material. The issues under
discussion in War, State and Society in Liège offer the reader insight into how Liège politically protected its powerful
institutions and how the local elite tried to influence the interplay between domestic and external diplomatic relationships.
THE GROWTH OF POLITICAL STABILITY IN ENGLAND : 1675 - 1725 Apr 27 2020
Man's Estate Sep 20 2019 The first study on masculinity to focus on the English landed gentry. It covers the period from
1700 to 1900 and is based on several thousand letters written by 19 families. It concentrates on the common experiences of
sons' upbringing, particularly schooling, university or business, foreign travel, and the move to family life and fatherhood.
English Puritanism Jul 31 2020 The Puritans of seventeenth century England have been blamed for everything from the
English civil war to the rise of capitalism. But who were the Puritans of Stuart England? Were they apostles of liberty, who
fled from persecution to the New World? Or were they intolerant fanatics, intent on bringing godliness to Stuart England?
This study provides a clear narrative of the rise and fall of the Puritans across the troubled seventeenth century. Their story is
placed in context by analytical chapters, which describe what the Puritans believed and how they organised their religious
and social life. Quoting many contemporary sources, including diaries, plays and sermons, this is a vivid and comprehensible
account, drawing on the most recent scholarship. Readers will find this book an indispensable guide, not only to the religious
history of seventeenth century England, but also to its political and social history.
Roger Morrice and the Puritan Whigs Jun 17 2019 Mark Goldie's authoritative and highly readable introduction to the
political and religious landscape of Britain during the turbulent era of later Stuart rule.
An Imperial State at War Nov 03 2020 The study of eighteenth century history has been transformed by the writings of
John Brewer, and most recently, with The Sinews of Power, he challenged the central concepts of British history. Brewer
argues that the power of the British state increased dramatically when it was forced to pay the costs of war in defence of her
growing empire. In An Imperial State at War, edited by Lawrence Stone (himself no stranger to controversy), the leading
historians of the eighteenth century put the Brewer thesis under the spotlight. Like the Sinews of Power itself, this is a major
advance in the study of Britain's first empire.
The Dreadful Monster and its Poor Relations Jun 22 2022 A DAILY TELEGRAPH AND PROSPECT BOOK OF THE
YEAR 2021 'An invaluable primer to some of the underlying tensions behind contemporary political debate' Financial Times
It has always been an important part of British self-image to see the United Kingdom as an ancient, organic and sensibly
managed place, in striking contrast to the convulsions of other European countries. To a limited degree this is true, but, as
Julian Hoppit makes clear in this fascinating and surprising book, beneath the complacent surface the United Kingdom has in
fact been in a constant, often very tense argument with itself about how it should be run and, most significantly, who should
pay for what. The book takes its argument from an eighteenth century cartoon which shows the central state as the 'Dreadful
Monster', gorging itself at the dinner table on all the taxes it can grab. Meanwhile the 'Poor Relations' - Scotland, Wales and
Ireland, both poor because of tax but also poor in the sense of needing special treatment - are viewed in London as an endless
'drain on the state'. With drastically different levels of prosperity, population, industry, agriculture and accessibility between
the United Kingdom's different nations, what is a fair basis for paying for the state?
How to Grow a Navy Nov 15 2021 This book examines the large but neglected topic of the development of maritime
power from both an historical and a contemporary point of view. Navies have never been more important than they are now,
in a century becoming, as widely expected, increasingly and profoundly maritime. The growing competition between China
and Russia with the United States and its allies and partners around the world is essentially sea-based. The sea is also central
to the world's globalised trading system and to its environmental health. Most current crises are either sea-based or have a
critical maritime element to them. What happens at sea will help shape our future. Against that background, this book uses
both history and contemporary events to analyse how maritime power and naval strength has been, and is being, developed.

In a reader-friendly way, it seeks to show what has worked and what has not, and to uncover the recurring patterns in
maritime and naval development which explain past, present and future success - and failure. It reflects on the historical
experience of all navies, but in particular it poses the question of whether China is following the same pattern of naval
development illustrated by Britain at the start of the 18th century, which led to two centuries of naval dominance. This book
will be of much interest to students of maritime power, naval studies, and strategic studies, as well as to naval professionals
around the world.
A Guide to the Exhibition of English Medals Jan 25 2020
Collecting the World Mar 27 2020 In 1759 the British Museum opened its doors to the public—the first free national
museum in the world. James Delbourgo recounts the story behind its creation through the life of Hans Sloane, a controversial
luminary with an insatiable ambition to pit universal knowledge against superstition and few curbs on his passion for
collecting the world.
The English Revolution, 1688-1689 Feb 06 2021 First published 1938.
The English Revolution, 1688-1689 May 09 2021
Redefining William III Oct 14 2021 William III (1650-1702) was Stadholder in the United Provinces and King of England,
Scotland and Ireland. His reign has always intrigued historians, as it encompassed such defining events as the Dutch year of
Disaster (1672), the Glorious Revolution (1688) and the ensuing wars against France. Although William has played a pivotal
role in the political and religious history of his countries, the significance and international impact of his reign is still not very
well understood. This volume contains a number of innovative essays from specialists in the field, which have evolved from
papers delivered to an international conference held at the University of Utrecht in December 2002. By focusing on the entire
period 1650-1702 from an international perspective, the volume moves historical discussion away from the traditional analysis
of single events to encompass William's entire reign from a variety of political, religious, intellectual and cultural positions. In
so doing it offers a new perspective on the British and Dutch reigns of William III, as well as the wider European milieu.
Democracy and Anti-Democracy in Early Modern England 1603–1689 Jan 17 2022 This volume offers a new and crossdisciplinary approach to the study of democratic ideas and practices in early modern England.
1688 Apr 08 2021 Examines England's Glorious Revolution of 1688-1689 through a broad geographical and chronological
framework, discussing its repercussions at home and abroad and why the subsequent ideological break with the past makes it
the first modern revolution.
Shaping the Nation Sep 13 2021 The Black Death, the Peasants' Revolt, the Hundred Years War, the War of the Roses...
A succession of dramatic social and political events reshaped England in the period 1360 to 1461. In his lucid and penetrating
account of this formative period, Gerald Harriss illuminates a richly varied society, as chronicled in The Canterbury Tales,
and examines its developing sense of national identity.
Memoiren der K nigin Maria von England (1689 - 1693) Aug 12 2021
A Polite and Commercial People Aug 24 2022 Part of 'The New Oxford History of England', this volume sets out an
authoritative view of the state of scholarship on the subject, presenting a distillation of the knowledge built up by a halfcentury's research.
The Law of Contract 1670–1870 Jan 05 2021 This book considers the development of contract law doctrine in England
from 1670 to 1870.
The Rise of Market Society in England, 1066-1800 Sep 01 2020 Focusing on England, this study reconstructs the centurieslong process of commercialization that gave birth to the modern market society. It shows how certain types of markets (e.g.
those for real estate, labor, capital, and culture) came into being, and how the social relations mediated by markets were
formed. The book deals with the creation of institutions like the Bank of England, the Stock Exchange, and Lloyd's of
London, as well as the way the English dealt with the uncertainty and the risks involved in market transactions. Christiane
Eisenberg shows that the creation of a market society and modern capitalism in England occurred under circumstances that
were utterly different from those on the European continent. In addition, she demonstrates that as a process, the
commercialization of business, society, and culture in England did not lead directly to an industrial society, as has previously
been suggested, but rather to a service economy.
The Revolution in Freedoms of Press and Speech Aug 20 2019 This book discusses the revolutionary broadening of
concepts of freedom of press and freedom of speech in Great Britain and in America in the late eighteenth century, in the
period that produced state declarations of rights and then the First Amendment and Fox's Libel Act. The conventional view
of the history of freedoms of press and speech is that the common law since antiquity defined those freedoms narrowly, and
that Sir William Blackstone in 1769, and Lord Chief Justice Mansfield in 1770, faithfully summarized the common law in
giving a very narrow definition of those freedoms as mere liberty from prior restraint and not liberty from punishment after
something was printed or spoken. This book proposes, to the contrary, that Blackstone carefully selected the narrowest
definition that had been suggested in popular essays in the prior seventy years, in order to oppose the growing claims for
much broader protections of press and speech. Blackstone misdescribed his summary as an accepted common law definition,

which in fact did not exist. A year later, Mansfield inserted a similar definition into the common law for the first time, also
misdescribing it as a long-accepted definition, and soon misdescribed the unique rules for prosecuting sedition as having an
equally ancient pedigree. Blackstone and Mansfield were not declaring the law as it had long been, but were leading a counterrevolution about the breadth of freedoms of press and speech, and cloaking it as a summary of a narrow common law
doctrine that in fact was nonexistent. That conflict of revolutionary view and counter-revolutionary view continues today. For
over a century, a neo-Blackstonian view has been dominant, or at least very influential, among historians. Contrary to those
narrow claims, this book concludes that the broad understanding of freedoms of press and speech was the dominant context
of the First Amendment and of Fox's Libel Act, and that it enjoyed greater historical support.
Encyclopedia of American Civil Liberties Dec 16 2021 This Encyclopedia on American history and law is the first devoted
to examining the issues of civil liberties and their relevance to major current events while providing a historical context and a
philosophical discussion of the evolution of civil liberties. Coverage includes the traditional civil liberties: freedom of speech,
press, religion, assembly, and petition. In addition, it also covers concerns such as privacy, the rights of the accused, and
national security. Alphabetically organized for ease of access, the articles range in length from 250 words for a brief biography
to 5,000 words for in-depth analyses. Entries are organized around the following themes: organizations and government
bodies legislation and legislative action, statutes, and acts historical overviews biographies cases themes, issues, concepts, and
events. The Encyclopedia of American Civil Liberties is an essential reference for students and researchers as well as for the
general reader to help better understand the world we live in today.
The history of England, by sir J. Mackintosh (continued by W. Wallace, R. Bell). Nov 22 2019
The Revolution in Time May 21 2022 The Revolution in Time explores the idea that people in Western Europe changed
the way they thought about the concept of time over the early modern period, by examining reactions to the 1688-1689
revolution in England. The study examines how those who lived through the extraordinary collapse of James II's regime
perceived this event as it unfolded, and how they set it within their understanding of history. It questions whether a new
understanding of chronology - one which allowed fundamental and human-directed change - had been widely adopted by
this point in the past; and whether this might have allowed witnesses of the revolution to see it as the start of a new era, or as
an opportunity to shape a novel, 'modern', future for England. It argues that, with important exceptions, the people of the era
rejected dynamic views of time to retain a 'static' chronology that failed to fully conceptualise evolution in history. Bewildered
by the rapid events of the revolution itself, people forced these into familiar scripts. Interpreting 1688-1689 later, they saw it
as a reiteration of timeless principles of politics, or as a stage in an eternal and pre-determined struggle for true religion. Only
slowly did they see come to see it as part of an evolving and modernising process - and then mainly in response to opponents
of the revolution, who had theorised change in order to oppose it. The volume thus argues for a far more complex and
ambiguous model of changes in chronological conception than many accounts have suggested; and questions whether
1688-1689 could be the leap toward modernity that recent interpretations have argued.
Law, Liberty and the Constitution Feb 18 2022 Throughout English history the rule of law and the preservation of liberty
have been inseparable, and both are intrinsic to England's constitution. This accessible and entertaining history traces the
growth of the law from its beginnings in Anglo-Saxon times to the present day. It shows how the law evolved from a means of
ensuring order and limiting feuds to become a supremely sophisticated dispenser of justice and the primary guardian of civil
liberties. This development owed much to the English kings and their judiciary, who, in the twelfth century, forged a unified
system of law - predating that of any other European country - from almost wholly Anglo-Saxon elements. Yet by the
seventeenth century this royal offspring - Oedipus Lex it could be called - was capable of regicide. Since then the law has had
a somewhat fractious relationship with that institution upon which the regal mantle of supreme power descended, Parliament.
This book tells the story of the common law not merely by describing major developments but by concentrating on prominent
personalities and decisive cases relating to the constitution, criminal jurisprudence, and civil liberties. It investigates the great
constitutional conflicts, the rise of advocacy, and curious and important cases relating to slavery, insanity, obscenity,
cannibalism, the death penalty, and miscarriages of justice. The book concludes by examining the extension of the law into
the prosecution of war criminals and protection of universal human rights and the threats posed by over-reaction to national
emergencies and terrorism. Devoid of jargon and replete with good stories, Law, Liberty and the Constitution represents a
new approach to the telling of legal history and will be of interest to anyone wishing to know more about the common law the spinal cord of the English body politic. Harry Potter is a former fellow of Selwyn College, Cambridge and a practising
barrister specialising in criminal defence. He has authored books on the death penalty and Scottish history and wrote and
presented an award-winning series on the history of the common law for the BBC.
A Land of Liberty? Oct 26 2022 The Glorious Revolution was a decisive moment in England's history; an invading Dutch
army forced James II to flee to France, and his son-in-law and daughter, William and Mary, were crowned as joint sovereigns.
The wider consequences were no less startling: bloody war in Ireland, Union with Scotland, Jacobite intrigue, deep
involvement in two European wars, Britain's emergence as a great power, a financial revolution, greater religious toleration, a
riven church and a startling growth ofparliamentary government. Such changes were only a part of the transformation of

English society of the time. An enriching torrent of new ideas from the likes of Newton, Defoe, and Addison, spread through
newspapers, periodicals, and coffee-houses, provided new views and values that some embraced and others loathed.
England's horizions were also growing, especially in the Caribbean and American colonies, For many however, the benefits
were uncertain: the slave trade flourished, inequality widened, and the poor and 'disorderly' were increasingly subject to
strictures and statutes. If it was an age of prospects it was also one of anxieties.
A Mad, Bad, and Dangerous People? Jul 23 2022 In a period scarred by apprehensions of revolution, war, invasion,
poverty and disease, elite members of society lived in fear of revolt. Boyd Hilton examines the changes in society between
1783-1846 and the transformations from raffish and rakish behaviour to the new norms of Victorian respectability.
A New England? Jul 19 2019 G.R. Searle's narrative history breaks conventional chronological barriers to carry the reader
from England in 1886, the apogee of the Victorian era with the nation poised to celebrate the empress queen's golden jubilee,
to 1918, as the 'war to end all wars' drew to a close.
Lothario's Corpse Jun 29 2020 Introduction: The long-running Restoration -- Corpsing Lothario -- Debating Dorimant -Stuarts without end -- Libertines and liberalism.
Semantics and Cultural Change in the British Enlightenment: New Words and Old May 29 2020 A study of English
semantics during the Enlightenment. New words 1650–1800 reflect the new middle-class culture of sociability, commerce,
and science. Old mostly obsolete words illuminate the realities of working-class life, exhausting labor, dirt, outrageous sexism,
magic, horses, bizarre food.
British Women Poets of the Long Eighteenth Century Oct 22 2019
Ideology and Foreign Policy in Early Modern Europe (1650–1750) Mar 07 2021 The years 1650 to 1750 - sandwiched
between an age of 'wars of religion' and an age of 'revolutionary wars' - have often been characterized as a 'de-ideologized'
period. However, the essays in this collection contend that this is a mistaken assumption. For whilst international relations
during this time may lack the obvious polarization between Catholic and Protestant visible in the proceeding hundred years,
or the highly charged contest between monarchies and republics of the late eighteenth century, it is forcibly argued that
ideology had a fundamental part to play in this crucial transformative stage of European history. Many early modernists have
paid little attention to international relations theory, often taking a 'Realist' approach that emphasizes the anarchism,
materialism and power-political nature of international relations. In contrast, this volume provides alternative perspectives,
viewing international relations as socially constructed and influenced by ideas, ideology and identities. Building on such
theoretical developments, allows international relations after 1648 to be fundamentally reconsidered, by putting political and
economic ideology firmly back into the picture. By engaging with, and building upon, recent theoretical developments, this
collection treads new terrain. Not only does it integrate cultural history with high politics and foreign policy, it also engages
directly with themes discussed by political scientists and international relations theorists. As such it offers a fresh, and
genuinely interdisciplinary approach to this complex and fundamental period in Europe's development.
Early Modern England 1485-1714 Jul 11 2021 The new, fully-updated edition of the popular introduction to the TudorStuart period—offers fresh scholarship and improved readability. Early Modern England 1485-1714 is the market-leading
introduction to the Tudor-Stuart period of English history. This accessible and engaging volume enables readers to
understand the political, religious, cultural, and socio-economic forces that propelled the nation from small feudal state to
preeminent world power. The authors, leading scholars and teachers in the field, have designed the text for those with little or
no prior knowledge of the subject. The book’s easy-to-follow narrative explores the world the English created and inhabited
between the 15th and 18th centuries. This new edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the latest scholarship on the
subject, such as Henry VIII’s role in the English Reformation and the use of gendered language by Elizabeth I. A new
preface addresses the theme of periodization, while revised chapters offer fresh perspectives on proto-industrialization in
England, economic developments in early modern London, merchants and adventurers in the Middle East, the popular
cultural life of ordinary people, and more. Offering a lively, reader-friendly narrative of the period, this text: Offers a wideranging overview of two and half centuries of English history in one volume Highlights how social and cultural changes
affected ordinary English people at various stages of the time period Explores how the Irish, Scots, and Welsh affected English
history Features maps, charts, genealogies and illustrations throughout the text Includes access to a companion website
containing online resources Early Modern England 1485-1714 is an indispensable resource for undergraduate students in
early modern England courses, as well as students in related fields such as literature and Renaissance studies.
The Anglo-Dutch Favourite Dec 04 2020 Hans Willem Bentinck, 1st Earl of Portland (1649-1709) was the closest
confidant of William III and arguably the most important politician in Williamite Britain. Beginning his career in 1664 as
page to William of Orange, his fortunes gained momentum with the Prince's rise to power in The Netherlands and Britain,
emerging as William's favourite at court from the 1670s onwards. Taking a broadly chronological approach, the central
concern of this book is not simply to provide a biographical account of Portland's life, but to explore wider political themes
within a European context. By analysing Portland's role within William's government it shows how royal favourites could still
wield considerable influence on European events and help shape royal policy, particularly with regard to foreign policy. By

engaging with the question of why such a figure emerged, this study helps illuminate the workings of William's government
and the central role of his foreign entourage. Drawing from archival material in England, Scotland, France and The
Netherlands, it ties the history of post-Revolution Britain with political events in the Netherlands. It also analyses AngloDutch political relations during the crucial period of the Nine Years War, Britain's first major commitment to a continental
war since the sixteenth century. In so doing it connects Dutch and British historiography and significantly contributes to our
understanding of British politics during the 1690s, both domestically and within an international context.
Britain's Political Economies Sep 25 2022 An innovative account of how thousands of acts of parliament sought to improve
economic activity during the early industrial revolution.
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